The transmission of scientific data over long distances is required to enable interplanetary science expeditions. Current approaches include transmitting all collected data or transmitting low resolution data to enable ground controller review and selection of data for transmission. Model-based data transmission (MBDT) seeks to increase the amount of knowledge conveyed per unit of data transmitted by comparing high-resolution data collected in situ to a pre-existing (or potentially co-transmitted) model. This paper describes the application of MBDT to gravitational data and characterizes its utility and performance. This is performed by applying the MBDT technique to a selection of gravitational data previously collected for the Earth and comparing the transmission requirements to the level required for raw data transmission and non-application-aware compression. Levels of transmission reduction up to 31.8% (without the use maximum-error-thresholding) and up to 97.17% (with the use of maximum-error-thresholding) resulted. These levels significantly exceed what is possible with non-application-aware compression.
Introduction
Deep space planetary science missions and those venturing beyond the solar system are met with a significant challenge. As a spacecraft journeys away from the Earth, the power, antenna size and pointing accuracy required, to transmit a given amount of data in a given amount of time, increases significantly. While larger spacecraft or larger, more powerful ground stations are potential solutions to this problem, they are not optimal. The transmission of raw data, while desirable from a reuse and scientific validity perspective, does not maximize the scientific return for most mission types.
Model-Based Transmission Reduction (MBTR) seeks to do this. MBTR reduces data throughput via the creation of a higher-value data product. Model-Based Data Transmission (MBDT) is the lowest level of MBTR: a building block for the higher levels. With MBDT, data of a known level of quality (a maximum discrepancy from the believed-true value) is transmitted more compactly via identifying required updates to a pre-existing or cotransmitted model. Analysis is performed on board the spacecraft to ensure that the most effective data transmission mechanism is utilized (use of existing model, co-transmission or raw data transmission), based on that particular data being prepared for transmission at the time.
This paper presents the MBTR methodology and reviews its value. It then presents, in detail, the algorithm for performing MBDT on gravitational model data and compares this to the use of MBDT for other data types. Next, data related to the Earth's gravitational model is processed using MBDT and results are presented an analyzed. Finally, the utility for this technology on board an interplanetary spacecraft is considered.
Background
This paper represents the fusion of four existing areas of research, which will be discussed in this section. These include space mission design, Model-Based Transmission Reduction, MBTR's Model-Based Data Transmission component (which has previously been implemented and demonstrated with image data) and gravitational modeling (and its associated data products). MBDT for gravitation modeling combines the MBTR-component, MBDT, to meet spacecraft communications design needs for the transmission of gravitational data.
Space Mission Needs
Space mission design is the art of balancing competing needs for limited resources while achieving mission objectives and operating within mission constraints. For most spacecraft, budget, volume, mass and schedule are key constraints [1] . These primary constraints drive secondary constraints including power limitations (limited by generation capacity, generally a function of volume) and link budget (limited by power, frequency and antenna size) restrictions.
Wertz, et al. [1] present a twelve stage mission design process which flows high-level objectives through requirements and down to system-level design. This process is iterative and relies on mission designer ingenuity and flexibility to create a successful design. Others [2, 3] have proposed similar approaches, with alternate steporders and different areas of focus. All, however, share the immersive approach to mission design.
Communication and onboard processing are key elements of this mission design process. Communications capabilities and window availability limits the amount of data that can be received from the spacecraft, and when it can be received. A variety of approaches for trading on board processing time for reduced a communication needs have been considered [eg, [4] [5] [6] [7] . Historically, these could be subdivided into three categories: loss-causing compression, lossless compression and removal of extraneous information. Loss-causing compression can produce a significant reduction in data transmission requirements; however, this is at the expense of quality. Lossless compression is not able to achieve a high level of compaction that loss-causing compression can; however, is suitable for numerous applications that cannot tolerate the data loss and artificating caused by losscausing compression. The removal of extraneous information, generally, provides a transmission requirement reduction benefit commensurate with the amount of information removed. This category can be very beneficial, for certain applications; however, is not easily generalizable. All of these techniques require onboard computing resources to be consumed. This requires mass and volume to be devoted to these subsystems, as well as the use of power, heat dissipation and other supporting subsystem capabilities.
Model-Based Transmission Reduction
The MBTR paradigm has been presented previously [8, 9] . It is a four level approach to reducing the amount of data that is required to transmit a given amount of knowledge. Each progressively higher level incorporates those below it. Each level, thus, requires progressively more onboard processing capability and produces a data stream with progressively higher value-per-byte. These MBDT, the application of which to gravitational data is the subject of this paper, is the lowest level of MBTR. With MBDT, a low-resolution data set is utilized as a model for which a set of updates are created that will bring it to the higher-resolution level. Ideally, this model is pre-shared; however, in some circumstances, it may be effective to co-transmit the model with the update data. For example, this model may be data remotely sensed from Earth, prior to mission departure. MBDT is discussed in greater detail in Section 2.3.
MBDA enhances MBDT by incorporating a new context-aware heuristic for prioritizing data transmission. While MBDT data might have been prioritized based upon the magnitude of the variation of the model from the in-situ collected data, MBDA considers the importance of the variation, in light of pre-defined heuristics created based on applicable mission objectives. For example, this may include looking for regions of anomaly and prioritizing these over single large anomalies (which might be attributable to sensor issues) or looking for certain patterns of anomaly and prioritizing these.
MBRT considers the scientific thesis that underlies the mission and prioritizing data for transmission. This includes considering whether the data provides support or refutation for each applicable thesis being tested by the mission, prioritizing the data based upon the thesis that supports or refutes and by the level of support for refutation offered by the data. Consideration may also be given, particularly, to data in a class with limited membership (e.g., support for thesis without other support).
The top level of MBTR, which provides the highest value-level Data Products, is MBFT. Under NBFT, the model of the phenomenon of interest is updated to reflect conclusions supported by collected data. Assertions made based upon this revised model are transmitted to controllers, along with data that supports the assertions. This allows controller validation of the proper performance of the onboard analysis software.
While MBTR offers a significant benefit to planetary science missions, this is not without cost. This cost is comprised of two main areas: the requirement for increased onboard processing capabilities (and associated supporting subsystems) and the loss of raw data for secondary analysis or validation. This would be particle a problematic if it was later discovered that the onboard software was flawed in some way, and its conclusions cannot be trusted. This risk can be partially mitigated by causing the spacecraft to retain data for as long as possible (until the storage is needed for another use), such that updated software could be used to reprocess the data on-board. Data supporting particularly important conclusions might be stored indefinitely (until the end of the spacecraft's useful life).
In [10] , it was shown that the MBTR paradigm MFT technique could be combined with a robotic control architecture to produce a multi-robot collaborative data collection framework. This framework utilizes data fusion techniques to combine data from multiple heterogeneous craft with different modes of movement and rangelevels.
Model-Based Data Transmission
MBDT is a technique for reducing data transmission requirements. In [9, 11] , MBDT was demonstrated to decrease the file size of image data. It was shown that MBDT outperformed common image compression techniques both in cases where a pre-shared model was used and in cases where co-transmission of the model was utilized. Unlike most image compression techniques (e.g., JPEG) a maximum-possible level of error (and thus a guaranteed level of quality) was known and could be relied upon. It was also shown that MBDT could be utilized, when updates were co-transmitted with JPEG (or other) compressed image data to create this guaranteed maximum level of error. While not considered in [9] or [11] , lossless compression could also be implemented to compress the model update data, further decreasing the transmission requirements.
MBDT for image data begins with the acquisition of high-resolution imaging. This is compared to the lowerresolution model (created experimentally by reducing the resolution of the image file) on a pixel-by-pixel basis. A difference a value for each pixel is obtained (in [11] , black and white imagery was processed). These values are compared to the minimum guaranteed quality (MGQ) threshold value. Those exceeding the MGQ are included in a set of update messages for transmission back to controllers. A low-overhead format for these messages has been implemented. The update file's size is compared to that required to transmit the raw data, as a model that is particularly inaccurate (or misaligned) may require more data transmission to correct than the actual data set. The creation of a co-transmitted model can also be considered, as in some cases is more efficient to update the lowresolution model and then supply changes then to provide changes to a model of limited accuracy. For larger data sets, model updates could be performed on a regional basis, instead of a global one.
Gravitational Model Data
Gravitational field data has a multitude of uses in planetary science. This data reflects the local density of the body, which intensifies are weakens the local gravitational pull. Density data can be used to differentiate between material types and potentially identify body composition and structure.
Use on Earth
Gravitational modeling is used extensively on Earth. It can be utilized to locate basins of ground water, by those seeking petroleum, by those that are exploring for natural resources, to detect geological faults and other hazards or to detect the internal structure of volcanos [12] .
Niu, et al. [13] demonstrate one use for remote-sensed gravitational field data. They compare gravitational data from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) to their Simple Groundwater Model (SIMGM) which is used as part of a global climate model (GCM). From this work, they determined that groundwater recharge creates a more-wet soil moisture profile and between 4% and 16% more evaporation than gravitational free drainage. They attribute this greater evapotranspiration to evaporation from the soil's surface because it is wetter.
Tapley, et al. [14] presents findings derived from gravity modeling performed by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) spacecraft, which further demonstrate the utility of a gravity model for understanding water flow, on a global scale. In this instance, a model of known phenomenon was compared to the data collected by GRACE to identify additional factors that needed to be accounted for. Tapley, et al. proffer that water differences represented the largest source of model and collected-data disparity. This water storage data, the note, is useful in predicting a plethora of phenomena including climate change, flooding, weather patterns and the productivity of agricultural land. The GRACE data was able to identify very small water-level changes which effected large bodies of water. The largest variation was the Amazon basin which varied between 7.7 mm below the average value to 14 mm above it. The data, they note, had a level of error between 2 and 3 mm, for features of approximately 600 km in size in 2003 and 1000 km in 2002 (with accuracy increasing due to a software revision loaded on to the spacecraft). They note that they found a largely cyclical pattern on a year-toyear basis with some variations (e.g., the region containing Africa's tropical rainforests was found to be drier in 2003 than in 2002). This analysis requires an understanding between the interactions of numerous systems including the atmosphere and ocean. Furthermore, random-error-attributable effects must be excluded.
Johnson, et al. [15] discuss their work related to characterizing the Seattle fault in Washington. This fault was originally identified in 1965 based on the detection of gravitational data. As late as 1991, additional gravitational data was still being utilized to extend the believed-scope of the fault (into Elliot Bay). Gravitational mapping-based work interpreted the fault as a single con-tinuous structure; however, Johnson et al.'s work, based on seismic reflection, suggests that the fault is more complex. This, thus, demonstrates the utility of gravitational mapping for fault detection and its limited granularity (requiring refinement from the fusion of in-situ sensed data, in some cases).
Kauahikaua, et al. [16] proffer that their analysis of gravitational data has "yielded an unprecedented view of the substructure of each volcano making up the island" of Hawai'i. Through this analysis, they believe that they are gaining a better understanding of how pathways for magma formed during the process of the formation of Hawai'i and that future work, based on this data, may help to understand how seismic energy may be released and specific causes of large-scale landslides. Kauahikaua, et al. collected 3300 gravitational measurements over a 1400 × 1400 km area to produce a 250 × 250 km model of the island, corrected for the effects of the downward-warping of the oceanic crust in the region. They corrected for known topographic and oceanic features and produced a 3-d model of the region. Analysis compared a base density of 2300 kg/m 3 , assigned to abovewater terrain, and 2600 kg/m 3 , assigned to below-water terrain, to the higher density (2900 kg/m 3 ) typical of molten magma and basaltic intrusions. They found the average density of the island to be approximately 2820 kg/m 3 . They proffer that this analysis has helped to understanding the plumbing of the island's volcanos and the island's geologic history.
Use beyond Earth
In [17] , an outline for a near-Earth asteroid (NEA) intervention mission is presented. NEA intervention can utilize several approaches (outlined in [18] ). Intervention strategies include slowly shifting the NEA off of its Earth-impacting trajectory (either utilizing a NEA-attached propulsion device or gravitational pull of a spacecraft in close proximity), deploying a nuclear charge to change the momentum and/or break apart the NEA or causing a kinetic impact to change its trajectory. For most of these approaches, and to select between them, characterization of the material composition of the NEA is required. Additionally, the composition of the NEA must be known to determine how to best implement intervention strategies which involve close-proximity or surface operations.
Iess, et al. [19] assess possible structural and material compositions for Saturn's largest moon, Titan, using gravitational field data collected by the Cassini spacecraft. Of Cassini's over fifty fly-bys of Titan, four were devoted to gravity field characterization. The gravity field was measured via tracking the Doppler shift in the microwave-band transmission from the spacecraft to the ground. The gravity field was determined via tracking the spacecraft's range rate data, which was measured to a level of accuracy of 7.5 × 10 −5 meters per second. From this data Iess, et al. theorize about several possible configurations of Titan. They proffer that Titan likely is comprised of an ice-layer which surrounds a rock core. They note that there may be an intermediate layer of ice-rock mixture. They indicate that this data may refute a previous claim by Zebker, et al. [20] , who presumed that Titan may have frozen at a different altitude from Saturn than it currently occupies. Iess, et al. note, contradicting this, that Titan's gravity field closely resembles that which would be expected from a fluid body.
Smith, et al. [21] combine gravitational and laser altimeter data collected by the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft to create a model of the seasonal variation of ice cover on Mars. During the warmer period, much of this material is in the atmosphere; however, it condenses back onto the surface of the planet when the temperature cools. This, Smith, et al. proffer results in an redistribution of 1/20,000,000 of the planet's mass on an annual basis. Using the combined gravitational and laser altimeter data, they are able to characterize the density of the ice formation to 910 ± 230 kg/m 3 . This, it is noted, is a higher density than ice on the Earth, despite Mars having a lesser gravitational pull to compact it. They proffer that this is an expected result, given the composition of the CO2 and dust (representing 10 ± 40% of the deposited mass) ice.
Folkner, et al. [22] seek to determine the polar moment of inertia for the planet Mars. They proffer that this value will improve the accuracy of internal composition models of the planet (constraining the solution set of possible models) and help to ascertain the amount of mass that is transferred between the polar ice caps and the atmosphere. Data from surface-based measurement as well as Doppler shift data from the Mars Pathfinder and Viking missions has been utilized to determine a set of projected values, which are presented by Folkner, et al. Subsequent work has further refined these numbers.
Zuber, et al. [23] utilize the same gravitational and laser altimeter data collected by the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft as [21] to characterize the internal structure of Mars and project its early history. By comparing the altimeter data with the altimeter data, Bouguer gravity anomalies are identified. These anomalies indicate differences in crust thickness and density and the presence of various features (e.g., volcanos). Based on this analysis, Zuber, et al. proffer that the crust of Mars has an average thickness of 50 km and a maximum and minimum thickness of 92 km and 3 km, respectively. They also note that the density is projected to be 2900 kg/m 3 . In addition to generating this basic statistical data about Mars, the fusion of the two data sources allows a projecttion about water flows on Mars earlier in the planet's history. Underground channels, projected to be about 200 km in width with lengths of thousands of kilometers, are projected to have transported water (in significant quantity) and sediment to northern areas. This sediment is predicted to have had a role in the northern lowland resurfacing.
Data Product Utilized for Testing
The work described herein utilizes the EGM2008 Global Gravitational Model dataset [24] created by the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency. This data product [25] 
Model Based Data Transmission of Gravitational Model Data
MBDT of gravitational data builds from previous work [9, 11] on reducing data transmission requirements for image data through the comparison of source data to a pre-shared or co-transmitted model. The highest level of reduction is possible with a pre-shared model. For planetary science work (e.g., a mission for data collection to another planet) this model could be generated from Earth-based or Earth-orbiting (e.g., a satellite) observa- tions. This allows the base model, which may be resolution-limited by the sensitivity of the instrumentation, to be transmitted over high speed data links. Updates, which should (presuming accuracy of the initial model, subject to resolution limitations) be smaller can then be transmitted over the lower-bandwidth, higher-cost data link between the spacecraft in orbit of the remote planet. Some gravity model data is collected via monitoring spacecraft telemetry from Earth. The projected orbit is compared to the actual orbit and discrepancies are utilized to identify gravitational features of the planet. In this instance, the gravity model is assembled on Earth, and no transmission (and thus transmission bandwidth reduction technique) is applicable. To attain the highest possible data, however, multiple orbital craft have been deployed. GRACE [14] demonstrated this technique in Earth orbit; GRAIL [26] demonstrated this same approach for gravity mapping of the moon.
For Earth observation purposes, the data link is not as large of an issue for pristine-class spacecraft (e.g., typical large missions like GRACE); it may still be for small spacecraft (such as those utilizing SmallSat and CubeSat form factors). The MBTR technique can be used, for these missions, to prioritize data for transmission, based on the size of the discrepancy from the model and to create a data product with a known maximum level of error, without having to incur the costs to transmit and store a high resolution model. This may be particularly important for ad hoc users of the data (e.g., users in the field).
A basic algorithm implements the process of determining what the most effective way to transmit the data is. Figure 3 depicts this MBDT decision-making algorithm for gravitational data. It makes the decision as to whether to transmit no data, model-updates, the model combined with updates or the raw data based on the target resolution, the correlation of the higher-resolution data with the model and the communications bandwidth available. lected on Earth and pre-loaded onto the spacecraft before launch), then only updates are required to be sent. Model updates, conceptually, can be either single-value or region-based. The work described herein only utilizes single-value updates, as the model is well-aligned (due to being derived from the high-resolution source data that it will be compared to). Region-based updates are used to correct a large area of data that is significantly different than the model to allow this to be performed as one large bounded update that can be overridden by one or more single-value updates.
Co-Transmission with Model
If a model is not available to be pre-shared or the model turns out to be highly inaccurate, an alternate (but not as efficient) MBDT process can be utilized to minimize transmission requirements. In this instance, a low-resolution model is created based on the target-resolution data and is transmitted with the update messages. The updates are then applied to the model at the destination. In some cases, this will require less data transmission than transmitting the raw data. Both the low-resolution model and the update messages can, generally, benefit from similar compression techniques as could be applied directly to the raw data, and thus outperform the approach of simply compressing the model. As shown in Figure 3 , the efficacy of using this approach to reduce transmission requirements is validated before transmission (to ensure that transmitting the raw data wouldn't be more efficient).
Maximum Error Thresholds
In many cases, small errors in data are unimportant to a given application. For example, a small deviation in a graphic file may not create a perceptible (or application-relevant) difference to the image. A small deviation in a topographic data file will, in many cases, have no impact on the routing of an aircraft. While these small errors may have no relevance to a particular application, they can create a significant number of update messages.
A maximum error threshold approach ignores error levels below the threshold by not transmitting update messages for them. This work implements a maximum grid-location-difference approach. However, thresholds can be implemented on a regional as well as local basis (corresponding to the triggering or suppression of regional and local updates).
Data Format
The data format, for gravitational data, is derived from the format used for image data in [9, 11] . As with this prior work, the update message includes a message header, a section header and section data. The same data segmentation method is utilized; this avoids requiring several bytes of location information for each grid location change (which would be required if all changes were defined in a global-to-image context). Due to the utilization of the same format, interoperability between different data types is possible. This is important for higher levels of MBTR which require the analysis of multiple data types in order to derive and validate high-value conclusions.
Header
The header format is exactly the same as used in [9, 11] . The header consists of five fields: craft identification, transmission identification, sequence number, time/date stamp and validation. The craft identification field is a locally unique value that identifies the source craft. This field is utilized for identifying the collecting (or processing) craft when one craft relays for another. Data products produced via processing and analysis of data from other craft stamp the message with their own ID. Validation data (allowing ground controllers to verify correct functionality of the processing routines) retains the craft identifier of its collecting craft.
The transmission identification field has two key purposes: it identifies the transmission (uniquely to an implementation) and it identifies the data type and target of the data. The format of this field is not strongly defined, allowing it to be utilized in the most effective manner for each implementation (based on the number of expected targets, transmissions and data types).
The sequence number field is used to identify the order of messages that relate to a given target (based on a common transmission identification field value). This field is particularly important if area-level changes are made, as the order of application (e.g., the area is applied first and then the individual values) is important.
The time/date stamp field is utilized to store the date and time that data is collected at or a processed data product is produced. The validation field, which is optional, stores a checksum or hash value that can be utilized to ensure that no changes (e.g., due to transmission errors or otherwise) have affected the message. Many lower-level protocols will provide this service, rendering this field unneeded in those instances.
Section Header
The section header identifies the location of the section within the data set. Each section is 256 × 256 grid coordinates. This allows single-byte (28 × 28 = 65,536 grid locations) to be used for each of the X and Y coordinates within the section, decreasing file size. The section header includes its own X and Y location, within the larger data set. These values are stored in 5-byte fields. A 2-byte field is used to identify the length of the section.
Section Data
The section data format is data type-specific; however, the format used for gravitational data is structurally similar to the format utilized for image data in [9, 11] . Like with image data, two prospective addressing schemes can be utilized. The first includes a coordinate set (x and y) for each correction. The alternate, which is preferable if it is believed that lines will have an average of one or more corrections, includes an entry for each line in the data set. Lines are delimited with a set of all zeros (an x-coordinate of 0, correction value = all zeros).
Encapsulation into Lower-Level Data Format
Neither MBTR or its MBDT component defines lowlevel transmission procedures. In terms of the OSI Model (see [27] ), the entire MBTR process (including the MBDT work described herein) operates at the application layer (layer 1). However, it must make use of lower-level services (layers 2 -7) to transmit data, as required. The protocol utilized will vary by application. For space applications, protocols such as the Space Data Link Protocol (CCSDS 132.0-B-1) [28] and the Space Packet Protocol (CCSDS 133.0-B-1) [29] are recommended standards. MBTR and MBDT are also useful for aerial and surface robotics applications; applications in these mediums will (particularly if not communicating with space assets, as discussed in [10] ) generally utilize alternate communications protocols.
Experimental Design
A five-phase experiment has been conducted to validate the efficacy of MBDT approach for use with gravitational model data. These phases include 1) measuring the transmission requirements for a selection of the raw data; 2) measuring the transmission requirements when ZIP (DEFLATE/RFC 1951 [30] ) compression is utilized; 3) applying and measuring transmission requirements when the MBTR approach is utilized; 4) applying and measuring transmission requirements when the MBTR approach incorporating a maximum-error threshold is utilized; and 5) applying and measuring transmission requirements when the maximum-error threshold MBTR approach is combined with ZIP compression.
Transmission Requirements for a Selection of Raw Data
The first phase of the experiment, the control condition, will involve characterizing the data transmission requirements for the raw data. A 5000 × 5000 grid location section of data will be selected from the global model, shown in Figure 2 . The size of this file is compared to the data generated in phases two through five.
Transmission Requirements with ZIP Compression
The second phase of the experiment tests a simple approach to reducing transmission requirements: compression. In this instance, the common ZIP format is utilized with DEFLATE/RFC 1951 [30] compression. Numerous compression techniques, which do not require or rely on knowledge of the underlying data, exist. Their comparison is beyond the scope of this work. It is important to note, however, that any compression technique will involve a trade-off between onboard resources required for compression and decreased transmission requirements. Thus, the selection of a particular compression technique requires a knowledge of the computer system (e.g., the onboard computing system of a spacecraft or UAV) that it will be running on. Comparing computational requirements for MBDT versus conventional compression techniques represents a potential focus for future work.
Implementing the MBDT Approach
Phase three tests the MBDT approach to reducing gravitational data transmission requirements. In this phase, the pre-shared model and model-plus-updates approaches (described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2) are compared, with multiple model resolution levels (of 5%, 10%, 25% and 50% of the high-resolution version). These eight experimental conditions are compared with each other in terms of the resulting size of the data to be transmitted. Note that all of these approaches will result, when the updates are integrated back into the model, with the same high-resolution data as the original.
The MBTR Minimum-Error Threshold Approach
As discussed in Section 3.3, in many cases limited error is acceptable. Phase four tests the value of accepting different levels of error in further reducing transmission requirements. Maximum acceptable error (MAE) thresholds, the maximum amount of difference allowable (represented as a percentage of the total range of possible data) between the high-resolution imagery and the result of combining the model with a set of updates are thus incorporated. MAE levels of 5%, 10% and 25% are tested in conjunction with model resolutions of 5%, 10%, 25% and 50% of the high-resolution data. Data is collected for both pre-shared and co-transmitted model approaches.
Comparing the resulting transmission requirements across these 24 experimental conditions is, however, not valid, as the data products are of substantially different levels of quality. In [11] a metric for combining quality and file size, image quality as a function of file size (IQFFS), was utilized. A similar metric will be utilized for gravitational data: data accuracy as a function of file size (DAFFS). This metric is defined and named in such a way as to be applicable to numerous other applications. IQFFS is, thus, now a special image-data-only case of DAFFS. The DAFFS metric is derived by dividing the one minus the average grid location difference value (AGLDV) by the file size. In the image MBDT work presented in [11] , the file size was represented in 1/10 MB units, so as to keep the numbers within a convenient range. It is expected that DAFFS metric value units will vary from application to application and experiment to experiment, based on the type and size of data that is being processed.
Results
This section presents the results of the experiments described in Section 5. This begins with documenting the size of the base data and the reduction possible with ZIP-style file compression. Then the MBDT approach is implemented initially without and subsequently with the incorporation of a MAE threshold.
Transmission Requirements for a Selection of Raw Data
The base data used in this experiment consumes 65,536 bytes of data. This data is depicted in Figure 4 .
ZIP Compression Data
Application of ZIP compression to the entire Earth-covering gravitational model provides a 3% decrease in file size.
MBDT Approach Data
Low-resolution models were created at four different sizes, comparative to the resolution of the base data: 5%, 10%, 25% and 50%. Note that the model resolution levels are percentages of the height and width (e.g., 5% means 5% of the base height and 5% of the base width), not of the total area. Table 1 presents the sizes of these models. Table 2 presents the model size as a percentage of the base data, for comparison purposes. Note, from Table 2 , that the models are larger than the comparative surface area, due to file format constraints. Figures 5(a) -(d) display the models for comparison. The models that were created (and for which size data was presented in Tables 1 and 2 ) were then processed, comparative to the original, to generate a set of MBDT updates that, when applied, would make the model exactly the same as the original. Table 3 presents the size of the models (repeated from Table 1 , for ease of comparison) and updates. It also presents the combined size of the model plus the applicable updates. Table 4 presents this data as a percentage of the base data size.
MBDT Minimum-Error Threshold Approach Data
MBDT was next applied with MAE thresholds which specified a level of error that was acceptable (meaning that for error at this level or below, no update would be generated). Table 5 presents the size of the MBDT updates for each model resolution level. Table 6 presents this data as a percentage of the base data. In some cases, the model may be of insufficient quality to facilitate effective updating (e.g., the updates would be bigger than transmitting the raw data), in others no a priori shared model may exist. In this case, the model is transmitted with the updates. Table 7 presents the size of the base model combined with the updates required to correct it to the MAE threshold. Note that when a location is corrected, it is corrected to the exact value, not to a value that is within the MAE range (as there is no performance benefit for inexactness). Table 8 presents these values as a percentage of the base data.
The data with updates to MAE specifications, while not being of the same quality as the original, is of known-bounded error. This data may be usable for many applications that can benefit from lower transmission requirements while suffering the applicable reduction in data quality. Figures 6-9 present data for the 5% MAE threshold and the 25% MAE threshold with model sizes of 5%, 10%, 25% and 50%.
Analysis of Results
The data presented in Section 6 demonstrates that ZIP compression is not an effective solution for compressing this format of gravitational data. While it is likely that additional compression (above 3%) is possible with conventional compression techniques, this does not approach the level of transmission reduction possible with a format-aware reduction technique, such as MBDT. MBDT results, without incorporating a MAE threshold, were able to reduce the data to 58.20% of its original size. This is a 31.8% reduction in file size, or about ten times the level of compression possible with the ZIP format. Incorporating the MAE threshold, MBDT was able to get the transmission to 2.83% of the base file or a 97.17% reduction in file size (allowing a MAE of up to 25%, which may be too large to be suitable for many applications). With a MAE of 5% (which would likely be suitable for most applications), the file size was reduced to 3.69% of base, or a 96.31% reduction.
It is notable, when looking at the update sizes in Tables 5 and 6 that the update sizes do not increase consistently with a smaller model. This is likely a characteristic of the data being relatively close in value. The data was intentionally selected to incorporate a noticeable variation (many areas, to a human viewer of its rendering appear simply to be a solid color or minor gradient). However, even with this variation, the difference is not dramatic across the image. This allows minor fluctuations to be dramatized by some size-reduction magnitudes, but not by others.
Conclusion & Future Work
This work has demonstrated the viability of using the MBDT technique to reduce transmission requirements for gravitational model data. A pre-existing data set for the Earth has been utilized to demonstrate the approach's efficacy; however, the techniques should be applicable to gravity models for other planets and space objects (e.g., asteroids, etc.). Future work will focus on applying MBDT to other gravitational data sets, applying MBDT to other data types and combining multiple data sources to generate higher-value data products as part of higher levels of the MBTR paradigm.
